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Hsl recliner chairs and sofas

Written by Jan Rosser in Home Furnishings on 24 Nov 2018 | Views: 1271 Way back in August, I promised my friends at Review Spot, a review of the sofa and riser/reclining chair we ordered from the HSL Chair in Rotherham. Delivery was expected to be six weeks, but in fact was seven with delays of a week due to the logistics of carting our furniture
between factories in Batley, West Yorkshire, to the carrier's depot in Morecambe, where it stayed for a few days until a date was fixed for a delivery to us in North East Derbyshire. There seems to be nothing reasonable in it but we have no choice in this matter. We were all allocated a 3 hour time slot and the carrier validly arrived during that time. We were
impressed with the care taken but less impressed with the fact that our furniture was unpacked on the street giving our neighbors a sneak peek at our purchase! Initially, we wanted to wonder how the carrier would get the sofa through some doorways into our living room, but we were stunned to discover that it came in three pieces that slotted together and the
chairs in the two halves were put together and tested in our presence. I can see that if we have to move to a smaller house, the fact that the sofa separates will be very useful. Our new furniture So why, when we have had goods since the beginning of October, I took so long to write this review? Because it takes us a long time to get used to them. Both the
sofa and the chair are more upright and, while I know that both are better for position and support, they are not the kind of things that you can sink into and sag! The biggest bonus for me is that when I'm watching TV in the evening, the reclining function (legs and back) is excellent comfort. Leg/stool storage is also useful for resting tea trays and, with lifts that
can be lifted, there is storage space for TV magazine and all the remote controls that come with today's entertainment facilities. But, if I'm honest, I still remember my squishy, squashy armchhch! Read Anne's first article on choosing her new furniture here. Our Facebook Twitter LinkedIn goal is to provide our singing community with quality products and
resources to help get the most out of their singing. Over 215 free videos too, including singing lessons, scales, breathing exercises etc. Subscribe below Amazon review: a great book, full of practical, useful tips. If you're thinking about writing some creativity this winter, our 5* handbook will inspire you and give you confidence. Available to buy from Amazon
Two young friends go to war, but only one Let him go home. Why is he not welcome? In Exeter today, Ros discovers what happened, but in doing so reveals long-term family secrets. For better, or worse? a fascinating and well-researched WW2 story, full of heart and emotion. Ros not only Her own future in her hands, she held the fate of those she now
knew as friends. What an incredible story. I loved the songs, felt like I could hear the music and cherished the ending. What a wonderful reading. Available to buy from Amazon. A great service, friendly and safe. I booked a private appointment to take my mother, who was shielding, to the Blackpool store to be equipped with a much-needed recliner chair.
Vanessa is thorough and really helpful. Mom was able to take her time to choose the right chair and fabric in a safe environment. Very satisfied with staff, products and services. My mother ordered a new mattress from HSL and it was all great until the mattress was delivered to the delivery person from Keen and Able first of all said that he only supplied the
mattress to the door which was unacceptable because I knew that they were obliged to put the mattress on the bed and take the plastic away, he also had only one mask on and not his full PPE. My mother is disabled and if I didn't have to take delivery of the mattress they would have left her to do it on her own this is not what I or my mother expected and it
did make my mom think again about buying from HSL Good Morning, Thank you for considering your mom delivery, I'm sorry to hear about the problems with delivery. Can you please provide your mother's HSL order number or postal code to my email address so I can investigate further. I look forward to hearing from youRoisin Fagan
Roisin.Fagan@hslchairs.com great service from Paul and Matt. Both are very pleasant and fun. All covid precautions observed. A credit to HSL***** What special customer service. Sandra is warm, friendly and extremely helpful. Very knowledgeable about the product and going out of my way make sure I find the perfect chair. The store was well presented,
clean and many precautions were taken to ensure everyone was safe. Feeling valued throughout, there is no pressure to buy any particular seat but at the same time talk through and encourage to make its own decisions. In no hurry and my daughter was invited to visit to see the choices we made before we broke up withering any money. Sarah, the
assistant, spent most of her time on her knees talking to us at our level. We had some home demonstrations not very well before visiting HSL, wishing we had gone there first. Reasonable price, excellent fabric selection. Dewsbury Store is highly recommended. We bought 2 expensive Glenmore leather seats from HSL. A man is all right. On the other side the
chair was produced incorrectly and inappropriately. It kicks from side to side and moves forward as you sit on it. Hopeless. While HSL has said it will replace up to 8 weeks for a chair that has been delivered. Real service poo from a company that says it controls the quality of all furniture before it leaves the factory. Good afternoon, Thank you for time to leave
a review of your HSL experience. I have sourced your HSL orders from customer service members who have been dealing with your order so I will be in touch shortly to discuss. Kind regards Sophie Ellis Customer Care Manager UPDATEThank you spoke to me today as our head of production advised to get this cushion out for you in the new year as an
emergency. I'll be in touch in the new year with a Sophie Excellent service update from Paul and Matt when offering our HSL recliner today. They were effective, fun and helpful while setting up chairs and were well aware and compliant with Covid safety practice. The whole process of choosing, buying and delivery seamlessly with useful instructions
throughout. Thank you HSL team! Colette is polite, very helpful and heeds the precautions against Covid19.She has been patient with me for many of my visits to decide which bed to buy. I decided to buy the new 2021 mattress and hope it will be very comfortable. I tried extra massage but decided against it because it felt it made me feel a bit wobbly and I
needed to relax in those disturbing times. I hope my new bed will be delivered between 6-8 weeks in the New Year J.J. Hanson (Bournemouth) We bought a reclining bed 12 weeks ago when I suffered severe arthritis in my shoulder and the flat put was painful. We decided on a 5ft recliner with their silver mattress. The cost is almost £3000. I think this is
steep but in despair for a good night's sleep we bought beds. Massive mistakes. Not only is the drawer broken it's like sleeping on concrete, and I sleep even less than before and my poor husband wakes up daily with severe back pain. I complained to customer service and we agreed to upgrade to platinum mattresses and replacement beds. Guess what?
The drawer has again broken! I again complained to customer service and they ordered new drawers and gave me a nightstand as a gesture of goodwill. (Have been told in the store my current headboard will fit.... only they fit clearly). If I didn't have all these 'gestures' this bed would have cost £4,300. I'm not going to pay £1,000 for it. It's basically crap and
I'd urge anyone to just buy a lot of pillows and beds from dreams or source a recliner from elsewhere. HSL... you should stick to making chairs. You have no idea how to make beds and your price is disgraceful. I'm still waiting for my drawer to be replaced. This is the biggest purchase mistake of my life Good MorningThank you took the time to leave your
review. I'm sorry to hear about the problems you've experienced with your HSL bed, let me to consider this for you please can email me with your order number or postal code to sophie.ellis@hslchairs.com.Kind RegardsSophie EllisCustomer Care ManagerHSL ChairsUPDATE Thank you for My call today regarding your order with us. As advised I will call
you tomorrow to bed disucss. I look forward to talking to youSophie first class service from order to delivery. A private viewing visit to the Milton Keynes gallery, where all support given by Johanna followed by deliveries, as promised, just before Christmas. Matt and Paul, the delivery team, 'called to advise on arrival time, install and check all items and be
extremely polite, professional and Covid aware. Thank you. Excellent customer service from start to finish, originally by Vanessa at the Blackpool store, to receive seats a week before Christmas, earlier than expected. Everything was explained in detail by Vanessa in a very effective friendly and professional way, delivery was safe and done carefully. The
delivery people are polite and helpful and clearly explain how the seat mechanism works. The chairs are very well made, comfortable and good to look at! Thank you all for being involved. Many thanks for all the interest in the purchase and delivery of my Aysgarth chair. Absolutely love it. Was lucky enough to have a rally visit home when Deb and Andy
arrived (with masks and away from society) Everything went well and was very pleased with the whole Seasons Greetings to All experience. Rita Griffiths this morning made a phone call from Matt and Paul to say they would offer my chair within the next 15 minutes and validly arrived at that time. They are polite and pay great attention to safety precautions.
The transaction of removing my old chair and placing the new one was done with precision. Thank you Read 1 more review on HSL Seats As soon as writing the review involving ripley 3 seat recliner Sophie phoned us and agreed that we could replace our 3-seat ripley for a 2 seater seat and a stress-free chair at no extra cost. Couldn't get a better result
faster. Jeannie at HSL Shrewsbury has been very helpful and professional in supporting my wife and I have chosen the best seat configuration to suit our needs. I'd love to introduce you. Thank you very much. A great company, very satisfied with the service. Can't wait for it to arrive. We bought a trio of pieces from HSL which included reclining chair risers
for both of us. From the first day we went into the store to today, when we were getting our furniture, it was a great experience/service. Emma the staff in the store in Nottingham, very pleasant and very helpful, even made us a cup of tea; is appreciated by many people. We never felt rushed or pressured at any time to buy, We had twice come to the store to
help us make our decision. Adorable trio of pieces I was delivered today. The delivery team Paul and Matt contacted us, and with ten minutes they said they would be with us; They were there. Both are very friendly and very effective and they explain to us about our care and also of its movement, which we find very useful. Reclining chairs feel comfortable
and we will definitely serve us well for many years. Great service, great furniture. thank you furniture manufacturers. Thank you all. :) :) This morning visited the store in Guiseley to buy a new sofa that helped great, nothing was much trouble for Polly (Leeds) Everything was explained to us thoroughly and we left after having had a great experience . Matt and
Paul called half an hour before delivery to update me on their arrival. Seamless delivery both lads are very friendly, pleasant and professional they took great care when put on the sofa. Sure 6 stars but can only award 5. 1 2 3 4 5 6 Next page
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